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®

"When you marry 35 years of
know-how with what customers
want, you can’t help but develop
a superior product.”
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WOODS GROUNDBREAKER®
Backhoes Made So Well the Warranty Covers Your Tractor
Woods stands behind its backhoes, loaders and mounts
with a 2-year limited warranty that includes the tractor. If your
tractor manufacturer threatens to void its warranty as a result of
installing one of our attachments, we’ll cover the warranty if our
product damages or compromises your tractor's frame integrity.
We’re that confident.
Compare our loader and backhoe warranty to others and you’ll
find that Woods stands behind its attachments like no one else.

MEET OUR TEAM
You may have admired the quality and durability of our products, and never realized
how it’s achieved. Let us introduce you to the people who drive our product design
and engineering – the people who innovate day in and day out to make sure your
attachments not only perform well, but are easy to use, safe to operate, and simple
to maintain.

“Our newest backhoe is the culmination of 35 years
of experience in designing compact backhoes. That’s
what allows us to create a big, powerful backhoe
relative to the size of utility and compact tractors.
When you marry 35 years of know-how with extensive
research on what customers want, you can’t help but
develop a superior product.”
Ron Parkins, Engineering Manager
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Maintain the quality and
performance of your Woods
equipment with Woods genuine
replacement parts, paint, and
lubricants. Available from your
authorized Woods dealer.

Find a Woods Dealer
Woods equipment is
distributed through a network
of authorized dealers. To find
your nearest store visit us at
woodsequipment.com or call
800-319-6637.

35 YEARS OF BACKHOE INNOVATION
Unmatched Performance

Extra Productivity

Combine an excavator-style curved boom, a construction
grade bucket, and Woods’ unique easy on/easy off
mounting system, and you’ve got the best built backhoe
in the industry. Groundbreaker® backhoes are powerful
diggers that are simple to service, require no tools to attach
and detach, and offer greater bucket capacity than any other
bucket in its class.

Optional mechanical or hydraulic thumbs allow
you to easily pick up a range of materials from
large tree limbs to concrete chunks or rocks.

• Curved boom reaches farther over objects and under
obstacles with less repositioning than a straight boom.
• Variety of bucket choices ensures you have the right
tool for your trenching and digging jobs.
• “Box section” design adds strength with less weight,
which increases lifting power.
• Compatibility with most loaders and undermount
mowers supports the versatility of your tractor.

Durable Construction
Woods' reputation for premium quality products extends to
our line of backhoes. Welded to American Welding Society
standards and tested in rigorous real-life conditions, our
backhoes are built to handle your most challenging digging
and trenching jobs. And, you can dig with confidence,
knowing your backhoe is in compliance with recommended
industry safety standards.
• Heavy-duty cylinders endure greater force and last
longer.
• Easy to service hoses and pins make maintenance a
breeze.
• Greasable end pins are simple to maintain and extend
work life.

Find A Woods Dealer | woodsequipment.com | 800.319.6637
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BH65 AND BH75
BH65 AND BH75 GROUNDBREAKER® BACKHOES
TRACTOR HP RANGE:

15 - 40 HP
Models
BH65
BH75

78-inch
90-inch

Designed for hard-to-reach residential digging and clean up for
subcompact and compact tractors.
• Maximum digging depths of 6.5 feet and 7.5 feet.
• Bucket widths from 9 to 24 inches.
• Curved boom offers better visibility and reaches over obstacles with little
repositioning.
• Heavy-duty cylinders endure greater force and last longer.
• Roomy, walk-through operator's platform provides more legroom to operate.
• Sub-frame or 3-point hitch mounts are compatible with most loaders and
undermount mowers.
• Bolt-on bucket teeth are durable and easy to replace.
• Greasable end pins are simple to maintain and extend work life.
• High ramp angle and ground clearance make transporting easy.
• Optional mechanical thumb available.
• Two-year limited warranty covers your tractor.

BH65 shown with optional thumb
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BH65 shown
with optional
thumb

BH65/BH75 are ideal for:
• Tractors up to 40 hp.
• Hard-to-reach residential digging.
• Trenching, drainage and excavation work.
• Removing small trees or stumps and shrubs.
• Moving landscape material.
• Building small rock walls.
• Digging efficiently in a wide variety of soil
conditions.

Find A Woods Dealer | woodsequipment.com | 800.319.6637
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TAKE A CLOSER LOOK AT OUR NEW B
SUPERIOR DESIGN
Reach farther and move more material with the extralong reach, plus save time on repositioning your tractor.
Saw-tooth edges on the thumb, dipper and bucket allow
you to grip and rip through material.

2-year Limited Warranty
includes tractor.

Operator’s Station
Comfortably work with the adjustable seat
and roomy, non-slip, walk-through platform.

Innovation
Woods was the first to offer a
curved boom on a residential
backhoe for greater visibility
and control.
Swing Cushioning
Swing Cushioning provides
smooth, superior control – even
at the ends of the swing arc.

3-point Saf-T-Lok® hitch
No tools needed to attach or
detach. (sub-frame shown)
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BACKHOES
SUPERIOR DURABILITY

SUPERIOR STYLE

Groundbreaker® – The name says it all. The newly
designed BH85 and BH100 offer 4,600 lbs of powerful
bucket digging force to break through hard, rocky, rootfilled ground with ease. Tested in real-world conditions,
the entire Groundbreaker line offers an excavator-style
boom, rugged construction, and unique easy-on/easy-off
mounting system to give you the best built backhoe in
the industry.

Work comfortably for hours with the adjustable seat
and the roomy, walk-through, non-slip operator’s
platform. Steps on the mounts and grab rails on the
valve console make it easy to climb up and get to
work. The curved, box-section boom provides excellent
visibility into the trench.

Extra-Long Reach
The extra-long reach saves time
repositioning your tractor.
High Capacity Bucket
Durable, high capacity bucket
digs more in less time.

Grip and Rip
Saw-tooth edges on the thumb,
dipper and bucket allow you to
grip and rip material.

Hydraulic Thumb
The powerful optional
hydraulic thumb adds
versatility to your backhoe.

Find A Woods Dealer | woodsequipment.com | 800.319.6637

High 4,600 lb. Digging Force
Power to dig through hard-packed,
rocky and root-filled ground.
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BH85 AND BH100
BH85 AND BH100 GROUNDBREAKER® BACKHOES
TRACTOR HP RANGE:

30 - 100 HP
Models
BH85
BH100

102-inch
120-inch

Designed after months of research with backhoe operators to
ensure a rugged, versatile, powerful and comfortable backhoe.
• Maximum digging depths of 8.5 feet and 10 feet.
• Heavy-duty, high capacity bucket widths from 12 to 36 inches.
• Extra-long reach and digging depths saves time repositioning.
• 4,600 lb digging force powers through hard, rocky, root-fill ground.
• Saw-tooth edges on thumb, dipper and bucket can grip and rip.
• Adjustable seat and roomy operator area offer hours of comfortable digging.
• Sub-frame or 3-point hitch mounts are compatible with most loaders and
undermount mowers.
• Bolt-on bucket teeth are durable and easy to replace.
• Greasable end pins are simple to maintain and extend work life.
• High ramp angle and ground clearance make transporting easy.
• Optional mechanical or hydraulic thumb add versatility.
• Two-year limited warranty covers your tractor.

Woods BH100 backhoe
received the 2020 ASABE
award for outstanding innovation
in engineering and technology.

BH100 shown with optional thumb
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Woods’ BH85 and BH100 Groundbreaker® backhoes are the culmination
of 35 years of experience designing compact backhoes, including the
first curved boom on a residential model. Add that to months of research
uncovering what customers really want and the result is a superior product.
It’s inevitable.

BH85/BH100 are ideal for:
• Tractors up to 100 hp.
• Construction and demolition.
• Trenching, drainage and excavation work
• Removing trees, stumps, or shrubs.
• Precisely pick-and-place rocks, concrete chunks,
logs and landscape timbers.
• Digging efficiently in a wide variety of soil conditions.
• Repositioning odd-shaped, over-sized materials.

BH100 shown with optional thumb

Find A Woods Dealer | woodsequipment.com | 800.319.6637
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SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

BH65

BH75

Tractor PTO HP

15 – 30

20 – 40

Digging Depth - 2' Flat Bottom (inches)

78 (6.5 ft)

90 (7.5 ft)

Digging Depth - 8' Flat Bottom (inches)

52

70

Reach from Swing Pivot (inches)

102

119

Loading Height (inches)

60

73

Loading Reach (inches)

33.5

46

Transport Height (inches)

66.5

74

Transport Length (inches)

42

45

Approx. Weight - frame only (lbs)

695

842

Swing Arc (degrees)

150

180

Bucket Rotation (degrees)

180

Stabilizer Spread - Up (transporting) (inches)

52

Stabilizer Spread - Down (operating) (inches)

83

Relief Pressure

2,030 psi

2,465 psi

Bucket Digging Force (lbs)

2,800

3,380 lbs

Dipperstick Digging Force (lbs)

1,590

2,230

9, 12, 16

9, 12, 16, 18, 24

Trenching Bucket Widths (inches)
Thumb
Flip-Over Stabilizer Pads

standard

Stabilizer Street Pads

optional

PTO Pump Kit

N.A.

optional

Cemetery / Bellhole Bucket

N.A.

Ditching Bucket

N.A.

2-Cylinder Swing
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optional mechanical

–

yes

BH85

BH100

30 - 100

40 - 100

102 (8.5-ft)

120 (10-ft)

82

102

141

161

83

100

61

70

94

104

55

55

1,275

1,320

Backhoes Made So Well the
Warranty Covers Your Tractor
Woods stands behind its backhoes,
loaders and mounts with a 2-year
limited warranty that includes the
tractor. If your tractor manufacturer
threatens to void its warranty as
a result of installing one of our
attachments, we’ll cover the warranty if
our product damages or compromises
your tractor's frame integrity. We’re
that confident.
Compare our loader and backhoe
warranty to others and you’ll find that
Woods stands behind its attachments
like no one else.

180
180
71
102
2,465 psi

Choose Your Color!

4,600
2,940

2,720
12, 15, 18, 24
optional mechanical or hydraulic

Available in black or painted to match
most tractor brands

•••••
|

|

|

|

standard
optional
optional
36
36
yes

Find A Woods Dealer | woodsequipment.com | 800.319.6637
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AS YOU TRAVEL THE WORLD
As you travel the world, you’ll see Woods
equipment mowing roadsides, trimming
pathways, and maintaining yards,
pastures and waterways. You’ll also spy
our attachments on livestock operations,
croplands, and market gardens.
Wherever you find hardworking people
digging, growing, moving, and mowing,
you’ll find Woods.

For additional information on our full line of Woods Equipment,
visit woodsequipment.com or see your local authorized Woods dealer.

POWER

TEAM

Got ideas?

Join our customer panel at woodsequipment.com/power.
You have the power…

WOODS®
2606 South Illinois Route 2, Oregon, Illinois 61061 tel 800-319-6637 woodsequipment.com
Warning! Some images may show safety shields removed to provide a better view. Equipment should never be operated with any safety shield removed. Some machines in this
brochure may be shown with optional equipment. Always operate machines in accordance with supplied operator’s manuals. ©2019 Woods Equipment Company. All rights reserved.
WOODS, and the Woods logo are trademarks of Woods Equipment Company. All other trademarks, trade names, or service marks not owned by Woods Equipment Company that
appear in this brochure are the property of their respective companies or mark holders. Specifications subject to change without notice.
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